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Report from Bonn

by Rainer Apel

Who covers up Soviet provocations?
agents and terrorists into the West. It.

The U.S. State Department, Rozann Ridgway, and Richard

functions as the main trading point for
drugs and illegal weapons in Central

Burt-who else?

Europe. The region around the city of
Berlin is increasingly being militar
ized-the incidents between Soviet
and Western soldiers ,outside Berlin

In all critical periods of the past 40

find their explanation in the simple fact
operation between the Western pow

that the Soviets don't like the Western

years, Berlin has been a measuring

ers and the Soviets worked "generally

powers to exert their rights to monitor

rod of Soviet intentions, whether for

well." The fact that East German cus

this militarization.

detente or confrontation. In order to

toms had caught two Arab terrorists

Senators Helms, Goldwater, and

increase the pressure on Central Eu
rope, the Soviets have always used a

who had planned to hijack an Ameri
can airliner in West Berlin was cited

eight others had good reasons to op
pose the nominations of Richard Burt

crisis over Berlin-an enclave sur
rounded by East German territory and

as a prominent example.
An exact date for this affair was

posts. Mrs. Ridgway should have told

and Rozanne Ridgway to their new

Soviet troops. Among the few privi

not given, but it must have occurred

the full story on what was going on in

leges the three Western allied pow

during the days around the exchange

and around Berlin, while she was U.S.

12, which

Ambassador to East Germany from

ers-U.S.A., Britain, and France

of spies in Berlin on June

have maintained since the occupation

was presented as another example of

January

period, the foremost are

air transit from

"cooperation with the East." This was

Burt, whose European Affairs section

West Germany to the city, and mili

the exchange new U.S. Ambassador

at the State Department was obviously

tary inspection tours in East Germany.

to West Germany Richard Burt per

complicit in covering up the incidents

1983 to June 1985. Richard

Any attack on these privileges would

sonally handled,

and West Berlin

in and around Berlin, is not qualified

unmistakeably signal Soviet commit

jounialists were surprised to see the

to take the post of ambassador to Bonn.

ment to confrontation.

"iron information curtain" lifted dur

Nor is John Kornblum, head of the

The shooting of U.S. Major Ar

ing that exchange by the same author

U.S. Mission in Berlin since the end

thur Nicholson by Soviet soldiers in

ities who would normally block any

of

March was a clear signal that the con

information from reaching the public.

in the Berlin agent exchange of June

1984, qualified for his job. His role

5, a

The picture presented to the public

12 is less int/::resting than his role in

British airliner was "attacked" by So

is a very selective one, therefore, and

the Central European desk at Burt's

viet MiG jetfighters during unan

the fact is, the U.S. Department of

European

nounced air exercises. On July 12, a
U.S. military patrol, which observed

State plays a key role. While Ameri

the retumof Soviet military units from

intimidated by the Soviets around

maneuvers to their barracks near the
city of Satzkorn, was slammed by a

Berlin, the information policy of the

Soviet truck. The American car was

erate

damaged, and one of the

lines-present a kind of "East-West

frontation was on. Then, on July

three U.S.

officers injured.
There can be no doubt that the So

can soldiers get shot, beaten up, or

U.S. authorities in Berlin-which op
according

to

State's

guide

love story." While Western airliners
get

harrassed by Soviet jetfighters, and

Affairs section between
1982 and 1985.

With this variety of diplomat in the
most sensitive region between East and
West in Central Europe, more Nichol
son cases seem to be certain to occur.
The fact that during the Senate debate
on the confirmation of the Burt and

Ridgway nominations on July 15-16,
at least some aspects of that cover-up

viets are intentionally building con

the Soviet confrontation strategy could

were made public,Jeaves some hope

frontation in and around Berlin. Yet,

not be clearer, certain people on the

for a change, however.

talk of "understand

De

one finds that the American authori

American side

ties in Berlin are not only reluctant to

ing" with the Soviets.

inform the public about these inci
dents, but even misrepresent the situ

the full consent of the East German

just provoke the Senate debate on the

ation. Just one day before this latter

authorities, East Berlin functions as a

incident, the media were told that co-

huge sluice for Soviet-steered secret

policy of the State Department in Cen
tral Europe which is long overdue.
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The real "Berlin Story" is that with

The Soviets, and their State

partment friends, should be warned:
The next, even minor incident might
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